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--- Words Steve Hogg and piCtures by Sirnoo Hayes ------------------------------

Choosing With a Purpose in Mind 

122 Bicycling Australia March' April 2009 

W
hen a wheel builder talks to a customer regarding a prospective 
set 01 hand bl.ul\ wheels there needs to be a clear understanding 

01 what the purpose 01 the wheels will be. Is the map priority. strength, 
weight or price? 

Do they need to be particularly aerodynamic or Bre they wheels that 
will be ridden in all weathers and conditions to accumulate miles? 

Do they have to do and be a bit 01 everylhlng? 
These are some of the questions that need to be answered. LeI's look 

al tha components 01 a wheel keeping In mind that like all things, a good 
pair of wheels is a balance between sometimes contending requirements. 

Hubs 
One of the first things that a customer needs 10 understand is that few 

conventlonal hubs aro designed for radial lacing. Radial lacing Is when 
the spokes travel from hub flange to rim without crossing over or under 
other spokes. The spoke tension of a radially laced wheel is attempting 
to puilihe spoke through the hub flange through the least amount of hub 
flange malerial. In cootrasl. a cross pattern spoked � is built with the 
spokes leaving the hub tanoentially meaning that there is more material 
resisting pull throughs between where the spoke head is anchored in the 
hub and the directioothe spoke is being pullad by spoke tension. It you 
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wam a radially laced wheel. some manulactUfers WSfrant their hubs [Of 
this pallern and they are the ones thai should be chosen It radial lacing is 
a 'must'. There are several lactors thai mean radial lacing is ollen a poor 
choice but we'll gel to those when we talk about spoke pallerns. 

Quality hubs have small spoke holes, The closer they are to 2.Omm 
in diamoler the beuer, and small dillerences can be meaningful, There is 
a practical problem hera, For the purpose of maximising strength, spoke 
threads arc rotled on during manufacture rather than cut Into the spoke. 
This means thai the diameter 01 tha Ihreaded section at lhe high point 
01 lhe thread Is larger than the shelt ol lha spoke by a Iraction 01 a mm, 
meaning In turn that the spoke holes need to be that fraction larger fOf 
the threaded section of the spoke 10 lilttvough. The moSI commonly 
used spokes have a diameler of 2.Omm al the elbow where they pass 
through Ihe hub lIange As a wheel rotates, lhe stresses on the spokes 
are cyclical. The spokes above the tyre contact palch which point down 
Irom the hub klse tension fractionally as the wtleo\ deforms infinitesimally 
while suppotting the weight 01 rider and bike, The spokes above the lyre 
contact patch pointing up from the hub Increase In tension by the same 
amount and for the same reason. These cyclical strcsses cause miniscule 
movements of Ihe spoke elbow within the spoke hole. The tighter the fit 
between spoke and spoke hole, the longer the fatigue life of the spoke, all 
other things being equal. 

The reason that many in8lCpenslve and m008fately priced hubs have 
larger than ideal spoke holes is that It mal<es the job of inserting the 
spokes into the hubs easi8f for automated wheel bulding machines. So 
choose hubs with smaller spoke holes, which Is just about all the beller 
models from larger manutactur8fs. 

Another thing 10 consider is the dishing asymmetry of the rear wheel. 
Despite the fact that il ls the driven whecl with periodic torque loadings 
(rider stamping on pedals), that don't occur In the front wheel. as well 
as bearing much more weight than the Iront wheel and daspite having a 
3Dmm longer axle, it might surprise a few people to find Ihat rear wheels 
are not as strong laterally as Iront wheels. 

This is a by product of multi geared deraillslX bicycles. Look at a rear 
....neet Irom direclly behind. You will see that the drive side spokes leave 
the hub flange al a more V8ftical angle than the non drive side spokes_ 
ThiS is necessary to lit in 9. to.or It cogs on the drive side of the wheel. 
This also means that while the rear rim is centred between the ends of 
the reat axle, it is not centred between the hub tlanges and is much more 

(Ner the dflve side hub flange. As a consequence, the spoke tension on 
the drive side 01 a rear road wheel is appro:dmately twice that of the non 
drive side. Spoke tension could be equalised II the hub was designed with 
the non dflve side hub flange closer to the centre 01 the hub and periodi
cally, different manufacturers have tried this. My experience is that hubs 
designed like this don't have enough lIar1ge separation for optimum lateral 
strertgth, They may be okay for lighter riders and TT use but are not ideal 
IOf heavier racers stomping on the pedals balore the bike Is tully upright 
when eidtlng a corner in the local crit Of similar situations. The larger man
ufacturers have settled by trial and enOl on rcar hub flange separations 01 
around 52 - SBmm with a drive side centre to llange dimension of 16 - 19 
rMl and a non dlive side centre to flange measurement 0134 - 38mm, 
though there are exceptions, By W9:-I 01 comparison, front hub flange 
separation is typically 70 to BOmm, Ideally, the non drive side centre to 
flange measurement should be close to twice thai 01 the drive side lOf the 
best balance between spoke tension equality and lateral strength of the 
finishlld wheel. There are ways to improve on this but I'll leave that until we 
got to rim choice. 

Rims 
A rim has to support the tyre and resist the alternate left / right pull of 

highly tensioned spokes. What stops the rim being pulled into a sinuous 
snake like shape is the inh8fent strength 01 the eKlrusion and the care with 
which the wheel bu�der inCfeases spoIIe tension incrementally during the 
building process. 

A lesser number 01 spokes means that a slronger (which usually 
means heavier). rim is necessary . .A.nother thing to consider is how stiff the 
Irame Is Ihat these wheels will be lilled to. II a Irame Is extraOo'dinarily stitl, 
then usually the wheols have to be extraordinarily still as well il a long ser
vice life with minimal spoke breakaga is deslrod. The stresses ger1erattld 
by the rider have 10 go somewhere, II tho Irame doesn't li8lC, the whoels 
will be more heavily loaded than if everything else: Irame, steering assem
bly and wheels afillex to some degree . 

So a choice has to be made between an aero section rim 01 30mm 
Of more, a mid section rim 01 around 25mm depth and a low pl"ofile rim 01 
around 20nvn depth. Generally, the deeper- the rim sectIOn of conventional 
aluminium rIms, the greater the weight and the harsh8f the ride. 

As spoke count drops, the larger gaps between spokes mean that 
a stronger and usually heavier rim needs 
10 be used to resist the alternate left/ 
right pull of the spokes on the rim, There 
is a good case lor having more spokes In 
Ihe rear wheel than the front because as 
mentioned eorlier, rear wheels are moro 
heavily loaded but Inherently weaker. For 
maximum reliabllily and minimum weight a 
combination 01 36 hole rear I 32 hole froot , 
32 hole lear 128 holes front or some other 
variation 01 this theme, depending on the 
weight alld strength of the rider and the 
Inlended usago 01 lhe wheels, is ideal. On 
a personal note, I have been running a 32 
hole rear and 24 hole Iront pair of wheels 
lor many years Without problems, 

Rims come in single eyeleted, double 
eyeleted, socket eyeleted and non eyeleted 
types. An eyelel is a reinforcement thaI 
spreads the stresses 01 a tensioned spoke 
nipple over a Iatger area 01 the rim. For 
pl"actical purposes there Is no real advan
tage in any 01 these types of conslruction 
but my experience Is that single eyeleled 
rims are fl'l()(e prone to stress cracking 
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than non eyeleled or double eyeleled designs. SocIIeI eyeIeted designs 
need more carelul building and mOle stress relieving dlJ'ing building than 
the other types because there is movement between the socket eyelet and 
the rim that has to be taken up until lhe socket eyelet is lirmly sealed. 

One last lhing about rims is that there are some rear rims available 
Wllh what Is cailed 'off cMlre' design. Whal lhls means is Ihat lhe rim is 
designed with tho spoke holes drilled 3mm off centre towards the non 
drive side 01 the bike. tn practice this means thai a strollger wheel can 
be bulilihan with a similar 'celltred' rim because oft centre spoke holes 
allow the offective dishing asymmetry of the whftill to be less. This in turn 
means bener lateral strength because of a less vertical drive side spoke 
angle and the corollary 01 signlticantly higher spoIIe tension on \he non 
drive side spokes than is possible WIth conventiooaJ centred rims 

Spokes and Nipples 
Spokes are generally made from what is known as 18/8 stainless steel 

.The designation 16/8 rolers to the two major aHoying constituents, in this 
case a spoke is a minimum 0116% chromium and 6% nickel. It is these 
additions thai give the spoke its sheen and resistance to corrosion. The 
1 B f 8 (or 300 series as it can be known) is malloable, durable and easy 
to work wilh. Spokes are also available in titanium and in the past, various 
composite materials. Titanium offers no advantage as a spoke malerial 
and �o spokes weren't particularly reliable and seem to have died 
a natural death. 

------------------� 

___________________ ��J • 

---------' 

Spoke Iypes vary greatly 
From the top· bladed double l:MJl1ed. bUlh!(/ & plain guoge 

A spoke has lour sections. The lIanenod head which anchors the 
spoke into the spoke hole on lhe hub !lange. The elbow which is where 
tho spoke is ben! into a curve just below the head. The body which is lhe 
unlhreaded length of the spoke below the elbow and the lhread which is 
the IOmm long threaded section at tho end al tha spoke. 

Spoko nipples are commonly made Irom chrome plated bfass and 
less commonly from atLa"l1inll.1ITl alloys, which can be aoodlsed in vafious 
colours lor the lashion cooscious. Tho nipplo has two parts. The head and 
lhe bo<tt. The head is Ihe wider section that anchors the nipple into the 
rim and the body is the four sided prorectlon that protrudes out of the rim 
towards the spoke. 

Spoke hoads are usually round and have a slOt ill the top for a nipple 
driver or screw driver to help SCfew on the nipple when lacing spokes dur· 
Ing wheel building. The underside 01 the spoke head tapers towards Ihe 
body and depending on brand, this taper can vary in shape. The nipples 
I pteler are the Belgian Sapim brand because tho undor side 01 the head 
is hemispherical in shape allowing rhe nipple to canl towards the direction 
that the spoke is arriving at the rim just a tiny bit more than a standard 
tapered head. This is nOl always f"leCessary butI'm a believe! that il you 
are trying 10 build a really good wheel. f!NOf'y Iiltle thing helps. 

Spokes are available in plain gauge. single bU1led. doublo butted, 
triple bUlled and bladed varieties. To explalfl brlelly� 

Plain gauge spokes are 01 a single diameter through out the non 
threaded length of the spoke They are less expenSive to manufacture 
than butted or bladed spokes and are mainly available in t4 gauge; i.e 
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2.Omm. Plain 15 gauge (1.6nvn) spokes used to be avaflable but were a 
waste 01 time lor mine because they are not as snug a lit and less well 
supported by the spoke holes in the hub l1ange. Plain gauge spokes are 
cheap and durable, 

Single butted spokes are thicker at tho elbow and slightly past the 
elbow than they are in the rest 01 the spoke body. Single butted spokes 
are now uncommon as they oller no real advanlage compared to the more 
common double butted spokes, 

Double butted spokes arc thicker at aither end Ihan they are for much 
01 the length 01 spoke body. This means that there Is more material where 
stresses are highest. The most common double butted spokes are 14/ 
15 gauge where the spoke is 2.0mm near the elbow, 1.Bmm lor most of 
the body and then returns to 2.cmm just below tho thread. There are other 
and lighter variations 01 gauge available in double bulled spokes. 

Triple butted spokes aro usually only used in high load situations such 
in wheels lor tandems and loaded 10lJ'ing bikes The most common triple 
bulled spokes are 13 f 151 14 gauge. That is 2.3mm at tha spoke olbow 
ensuring the snuggest IiI possible between spoke and the spoke hole 01 
lho hub !lange, then thinning out lor most of the spoke body length beforo 
returning to the common 14 gaugo (2.0mm), just before the thread. The 
reason that the elbow end 01 the spoke is t 3 gauge is that this approxi
mates tho diameter 01 the spoke throad and is as lal a diameter as can be 
lilled Ihrough the spoke hole 01 a high quality hub. Even then, they are a 
tight lit- a good thing. 

Bladed spokes ale flattened or ovolised lor aerodynamic benelit. 
Other than the rider • ...meels cause the greatest amount 01 aerodynamic 
drag on a bike as each spoke leaves a vortex 01 disturbed air behind it 
Bladoc! spokes are an altempl to mlnimlsc this drag. Bladed spokos are 
available in wide versions which are basically a lIa1lencd 14 gauge spoke 
That is rOlmd at either end but lIat for most 01 Its longth. Spokes 01 this 
type need the spoke holes in lhe hub to be slotted so thai the width 01 
tho blade can lit through. Wide bladed spokes are becoming less com
mon, More common flOW are narrow bladed spokes like Drs Aerolito 
and Sapim's eX-Ray which are 14 gaugo at either end and llallened to 
approximately 2.3mm wide and along lhe body and are very thin. These 
spokes are the most expensive commonly availablo as well as just about 
lhe li!1ltest choice and tend to be the spoke 01 choice lor lightweight, 
oxpensive wheels Despite the light weight, the exira manufactlJ'ing steps 
and cold working � allcPN these spokes to have theoreticatly, the 
longest fal9Je Iile 01 any spokes_ 

Nipple bodies can vary in length but all nipples only have lour mm 01 
Ihread and that is all at the top of the nipplo. What that means is that a 
nipple with 8 long body cannot be used to overcome the use of a spoke 
that Is too short. For full thread ongagement and maximum reliability, tho 
end 01 the spoke needs to reach as far as Ihe bollom 01 the slot in the 
nipple head when futly tensioned. A lillie mom than this is line because 
thero is 10 mm 01 spoke thread to play with, but if the threaded end 01 the 
spoke protrudes too far beyond the nipple head it can punch a hole In the 
rim tape and cause I.J1necessasy punctures 

'Mlother you choose a brass or aluminium nipple will depend on what 
you Inlend to do With the v.tIooI. Brass nipples are lauiliessly reliable. 
A1l¥n1nium rjpples save ....eght and are roliable in most situations with the 
following provisos. 

That they are oiled repeatedly where they protrude through the rim as 
the wheel is built il using a noll eyoleted rim, This will prevent the sharp 
edge al tho spoke hole of a non eyeleted rim Irom undercutting the nipple 
hoad loading to premature failure of nipple when tho head pops off. 

That the wheols are built using a close litting spoke key. AJuminium 
nipples ore salter than brass and a poor lit between nipple allo' key can 
round the edges 01 the nipple. damaging II in the process. lNhile I preler 
the DT spoke keys IOf most things, Saplfll make a key that is my prefer· 
ence lor aluminium nipples It supports the nipple on all lour sides with 
only tho minilTlJm slot cut into one cornEtf so that ttle key can be liUed 
over the spoke. 

lithe intended use ol lhese wheels Is lor atl weather training, lorget 
aiumlllium nipples. Over a long period some types and brands break 
down and crumble because 01 corrosion, 
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Building the Wheets 

I use a calculator to work out spoke length. There are many 01 these 
on the internet and it is worth laking the lime \0 find the one which SUits 
you best. Tho Inputs are the nipple seat diamolcr 01 the rim, the flange 
diame\er(s) 01 the hUb. the centre of hub \0 Hange dimension lor either 
side, Ihe number of spokes and the cross patlern being used. There are e 
range of tools available to determine Ihese values. So what cross pattern 
to use? 

The enswet' to this question Is cootained in a seminal book named 
The Bicycle Wheel by Jobst (pronounced Yaps!) Brandl. Brandl buill simi
lar wheels with the only difference being cross pallern. He buill radial, one 
cross, two cross, three cross and four cross versions and then lested tho 
lateral dellecUon of each when held in a lixture with a flXOd load applied 
'What he round Is that radial and one cross palletn wheels have the least 
resistanco to lateral loads and there is flO discernible differonce belween 
two cross. three cross and lour cross, though all are noticeably better than 
redial or ooe cross 

I know ....tIal you're Ihinking. You are thinking. why are spokes Cfossed 
at all? The answer is so Ihat each spoke conlacts one anolher For 

instance a three cross wheel crosses three other spokes on its journey 
from hub lIange to rim. II passes over tha first Iwo 01 those spokes and 
under Ihe third pressing against it. This allows lwo things. Firstly Iran
sient stresses, like hilling a bufT1) or a pothole. are spraad over as many 
spokes as possible because each Spoke is pressed against another. 

Secondly, while i! is possible to build an adequato radially laced Iront 
wheel or the non drive side of a rear wheel. It isn't possible to do this 
rotiably on the drive side 01 a conventional hand built rear ....nee!. When 
Ille rider app"es force to the pedals the torque load on the pedals is 
translerred by Ihe chain to the rear cogS This caUSC$ the spokes lacing 
rearwards relative to direction 01 travel on the rear wheel 10 incroase In 
lension. Those are called pulling or dynamic spokes. It also causes the 
spokes lacing '()(Wards In relation to direction 01 Iravel 10 decrease In 
lension by the same amounl. These are called pushing or (inaccurately), 
static spokes. Simply, if a CfOSS pallern with alternate forward and rear
ward laCing spokes wasn't use{! on Ihe drwe side of lhe rear wheel. then 
the forces applied to Ihe rear hub by the rider applying pressuro to the 
pedals would tear the hub out of the ....tIcal. (Some alooinlum spoked. 
high quality pre buill wheels have radial drive side spoking but that is an 
entirely different story). 

Another Ihing thaI Brandt experimented with was whether the pulling 
spokes should exit the hub to the outside or inside of the hub flange. As 
these arc the spokes thai are more highly stressed it makes sense lor 
Ihem to have the greatest separation and triangulation, ....tIich they achieve 
by exiting the hub to the outside 01 the flange. And so Brandt lound. 
Some years ago. Mavlc Service des Courses (Neutral Race Service), buill 
several hundred pairs of 32 spoke wheels for race service using a varlaty 
of cross palterns and pushing spoke exit orienta1ions and keeping a tog 
01 how lhe wheels lared over a ElJo race season. They found similarly 10 
Brandt. that the three cross rear wheels with pushing spokes exiting 10 the 
outside 01 the flange wero the most reliable. 

As a goneral recommendation three cross is the best option for 28. 
32 and 36 spoke wheels. For 24 spoke ....tIeels. two CfOSS Is besl because 
using three CfOSS would have the spoke bodies 01 some spokes run-
ning over the spoke heads 01 others causing exira stress and timiung 
durability. For 40 spoko tandem or loaded touring wheels. use four cross 
Sometimes there are good reasons to depart Irom these recommel'lda
tions bul any good wheel builder will explain the why's and Wherefore's 
whon you are purchaSing your wheels. 

So Let's Build a Wheel 
So we have calculated spoke length and have separated the drive 

side spokes Irom the non drive side spokes. t place the nipple jar between 
them so that if interrupled. there will be no inadvertent mixing of lenglhs 
Now I coat the spoke Ihroads with 222 Loctite Threadlocker, This is not 
to stop the spoke nipples from unwinding. Sufficient and even spoko 
tension will take care of Ihat It is to prevent galvanic corrosion between 
the dissimilar metals of spoke and nipple. In the presence of water. tho 
spoke and nipple WIll corrode together making any subscquent truing 
required during Ihe lila of the wheel. much more difficult Ihan need be. 
Some people use oil or grease instead of 222, bul oil and grease dry up 
and dissipate over time While 222 doesn·t. Loctite 245 works well too. but 
222 has a property Ihat 245 doesn'\. AIry subsequent tlJning of Ihe nipple 
during wheel truing at some fulure lime will break the bond 01245 but wHi 
not allecl 222. There are proprietary compounds from spoke manufactur
ers availablo 100. but all are more exponswe or work less well than 222 
loctite 

I won'l waste space by describing the lacing process because It is 
simple and anyone can learn how wilh a linle praclice. I want to coocen
trate on tho delails that make a difference between a good wI1eel and a 
groat wheel. 
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Essentials to build a great wheel -

• The nipples need \0 be lubricated where they protrude from the 
rim. This reduces the effort needed to turn the nipple during building 
and makes the builder's job easier. 

• Seat the spoke heads. Once there is a little tension on the 
spokes, use a small hammer and punch to seat the spoke heads 
securely against the hub flange. 

• Tighten the nipples incrementally. Typically a quarter of a turn at 
a time once there is some tension on the wheel. With the rear wheel, 
tightening the drive side spoke nipples a hall turn and the non drive 
side nipples a quarter turn at a time will ensure that the lear wheel 
remains In dish. Rotate the wheel once truing laterally as l"Iecessary. 
Then rotale once truing for circularity. During this process, if there is 
the choice between tightening one nipple or loosening another, choose 
to tighten as you are attempting 10 Increase spoke tension. Play lateral 
trueness and circularity 011 against each other. AHer each rotation. the 
wheel should be a little truer and a little rounder. 

• Check wheel dish periodically. This means that make sure that 

the rim is centred between the ends 01 the hub axle. 
• Pre stress periodically. All spokes other than bladed spokes are 

round. That means that as the spokes are progressively tightened, the 
spoke can 'wind up' into a spiral. To get rid 01 this wind up, remove Ihe 
wheel from the truing stand, place on a lIat surface and place each 

hand on opposite sides of the rim. Push down moderately on the rim, 
just enough to leel a small amount 01 movement. Rotate the wheel 
slightly and repeat until a full rotation has been made. Then relit wheel 
to truing stand and go back to tightening while making sure that Cir
cularity and trueness are maintained or improved with each rotation of 
the wheel. Bladed spokes can wind up too but generally a slotted bar 
Is placed onto the spoke to prevent wind up while the nipple is tight
ened. II pre stressing a wheel, take care to pre stress with the drive 

side 01 the wheel facing down. 
• A wheel is linished when it is as tight as it is sensible to build il 

and can be pre stressed firmly without moving out 01 true. 
" Expect the last 5% of the job to take 20% of the time. It is this 

altention thai makes a 'grear wheel. I've noticed over time that a lot 
of competent wheel builders tose patience towards the end of the 
process. II the builder is patient and methodical, a 'great' wheel is the 

reward for the time spent. 
• Fit rim tape ensuring that it is centred in the tyre well, tit tyre and 

tube and enjoy the ride. 
A quality hand built road wheel should need minimal altenlion, 

accidents aside, for the duration of its life. All feedback is desirable 
so stay in touch with your wheel builder. Lastly, i l  you are considering 
a pair of hand built wheels and can't decide on something. err on the 
choice of corlServatism. II in doubt, use a hub with beller dish or a 

slightly heavier rim, or better quality spoke for the best results. 
The final question Is, with the wide variety of quality pre built 

wheels available. why choose a hand built wheel? 

Some years ago I worked briefly as a mechanic for tour groups. 

On each occasion paying customers who were riding their lipps, 
Ksyriums, Neutrons or similar would ask me something like "Seeing as 
you own a bike shop, why are you riding ordinary (read. hand built), 
wheels? 

My answer was to ask them how many spare spokes they had 
brought with them. Always the answer was "None". 

Every year someone would break a proprietary spoke. This meant 
that the rider was paying for the privilege of not riding tor several days 
until the appropriate spoke arrived. Given how much variety Is out 
there, it is unrealistic to e)lpect shops to carry stock to cover every 
eventuality. No such problem exists with conventionally spoked wheels 
Whichever the wheels you ride, any time that you travel. carry a couple 
of spare spokes in whatever lengths and types that you need. 

Lastly, a hand built wheel is one of the few things remaining where 
a human being can produce a more accurate result than a machine. 
Just as some people gain pleasure from owning a bespoke item of 
some kind, there is a pleasure 10 be had riding bespoke wheels. erIt1 
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